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Instructor: Romano, Sarah (Primary)

There were: 12 possible respondents.

0%0%0%10%90%4.64.64.70.354.910Integrated materials that deepened understanding12

0%0%0%0%100%4.74.74.805510Facilitated a respectful and inclusive environment11

0%0%0%20%80%4.54.54.60.454.810Provided feedback that helped improve10

0%0%0%10%90%4.64.64.70.354.910Was available for consultation when needed9

0%0%0%10%90%4.54.54.80.354.910Assignments and due dates were clearly communicated5

0%0%0%10%90%4.54.54.60.354.910Understand how work was graded4

0%0%0%20%80%4.54.54.60.454.810Assignments contributed to learning3

0%0%0%20%80%4.64.64.60.454.810Understand what was supposed to learn2

0%0%0%30%70%4.64.64.70.554.710Enriched understanding of subject1
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BEST PROFESSOR AT LESLEY WOOHOO ILL MISS YOU

 Suggestions to instructor to help learning

none

Trying to rewrite my op-ed now, I am finding myself a bit frustrated with the assignment. I love the idea of writing something different, but for 5 semesters I have been
refining my skills at writing research/analytical/argumentative papers, including the very assignments we do in this class. While reworking my op-ed, my main critique
was that this "isn't how an op-ed works/is structured" despite having not been guided on what it was really meant to look like. It would have been a lot more helpful to
have more instruction on how op-eds looks because it is extremely unintuitive to someone who has been trained in analytical papers.

As a student with a different major than the course, I found the amount of writing to be a bit much at times.

LOVE YOU ROMANO

 Additional Comments

While I struggle with my self-esteem and school in general. I have done remarkably well and I think I owe that to the fact that I had a very supportive professor and I’m in
quite a supportive school. I think my professor was supportive in the way that she allowed me to learn the way I needed to learn and I was still able to produce very good
work. I’m not as learned is my other Classmates in this field and I did to a lot to try to supplement my understanding of the course but the formula the professor has is
built for a student success. If the readings are done you’re in because you can’t do any of the other projects you won’t be able to participate won’t be able to support
classmates if you don’t do the fundamental reading of the course

my efforts to learn were high and i enjoyed this class

Despite this class being difficult but extremely interesting, I did my best to engage with the readings and discussions as much as possible.

HIGH

 Efforts to learn

This professor is one of the most professional and supportive professors there are at Leslie. I was blessed to have this professor and another one for my second class.
Professor Romano really has an excellent formula for our success in the class. I don’t think I would’ve done as well if I had been with another professor. We have a
number of readings and we have a lot of skills building in our class neck comprises Collaborative skills with other students, critiques of other students work anonymously
which allowed me as someone who is anxious to feel comfortable with my paper out there and for me too react and give my ideas to a draft a student is writing. It
prepares us to debate what we need to debate in the future. It has helped me to search fax diligently specially in a society where Faxton always manner. I had to prove
anything I’m saying which is important because it help me to distinguish between my emotions and what is factual so I’d be able to deliver a more sincere and concrete
piece of work in school and this will allow me to be a better leader an activist in the future. I have certainly become more professional anyways in my dealings because of
this class. Also it help me to connect and away with the world I hadn’t considered before.

reading activities and class facilitation, this is because it was easier for me to understand sometimes when we got a different perspective from other students.

the smaller group discussions were very effective for me because its easier to discuss the more nuanced aspects in a smaller setting.

I found some of the readings to be very helpful while others were a bit too wordy to fully grasp however, class discussions were helpful in clarifying this

Op-Ed was fun

All of it! Oped was AWESOME!

 Activities/materials found most valuable

Text Responses
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I appreciate professor Romano making some modifications to accommodate her students especially student like me who has issues and his struggle sometimes with
speaking up and speaking out. I really have benefited a lot from her instruction personally both on the class topic and personally because of the skills I learned from the
class to be able to facilitate discussions, speak out, speak up for myself, see howUS foreign policy affects my life and affects lives of others, but this is necessary to be
able to effect change. Professor remodels extremely skilled, experience, and compassionate professor.

none professor romano was great

I loved every aspect of the class. The only adjustment I would make for the future is to move up the two mid term assignments a week each. The end of the semester felt
very rushed toward the end. Thank you for an awesome semester!
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